
 
 
 
 

1. Poor widow: Traditionally, widowhood is often a noble but poverty-stricken status. The death of the 
father also accounts for the humble means of the family which is shown throughout the story.   

 
2. Jack: Jack is a common, almost generic, fairy tale name, the name of a trickster in many folktales.  

 
3. Cow named Milky-white: In some variants of the tale, the cow is named Milky-white. The cow is 

simply an animal to be sold in this version of the story. In some newer versions of the tale, Jack considers 
the cow to be his dear friend and pet. He is reluctant to sell the cow for this reason.  

 
4. Gave no milk: In some versions, the narrator explains that Milky-white has ceased to produce milk and 

must be sold so the family can survive.  
 

5. With the money, start shop, or something: Note that Jack's mother considers a solution which 
will not rely on his energy, skills or wits to support them.  

 
6. Wondered how he knew his name: In this version of the tale, this mystery is never solved. Who is 

the funny-looking old man and where did the magic beans come from?  
 

7. Five: Five is the number of beans most often described when a number is provided in the tale.  
 

8. "Two in each hand and one in your mouth," says Jack, as sharp as a needle: The narrator 
is employing irony when describing Jack as being as sharp as a needle, a phrase that is usually complimentary 
when describing intelligence. 

 
9. Beans: "Sow beans in the mud, and they'll come up like trees." This is an English proverb. The beans and 

the resulting beanstalk place the story in the realm of peasants and the lower classes. Beans are a common 
food, available to the masses, not confined to the tables of the wealthy. The lower classes would be able to 
identify a bean and perhaps nourish dreams of their own beanstalk into the heavens when hearing this story.
  

10. Dusk: Note that the narrator makes sure to note that the magic beans are planted before nightfall in 
keeping with the mysterious man's instructions. 

  
11.  Take that! Take that! Take that!: Jack's mother is not above corporal punishment in this version of 

the story. Corporal punishment is not common in the Jack and the Beanstalk tale.  
 
12.  Here they go out of the window: The planting of the beans takes on many forms in the variants of 

the tale. In most versions, the beans are thrown out the window by Jack's mother, not planted, but still 
grow magically on their own overnight.  

 
13.  And now off with you to bed. Not a sup shall you drink, and not a bit shall you swallow 

this very night: Considering the family has little or no food, especially now that the cow is gone, Jack's 
punishment meets his "crime" very well. However, this punishment is one usually given to young children 
and emphasizes Jack's role as a child, not an adult, in his home.  

 
14.  Beanstalk: According to Maria Tatar, the "beanstalk has a certain whimsical inventiveness, for beanstalks 

are notoriously unstable and usually require staking to remain propped up". 
 
15.  It reached the sky: Stairways to heaven have long been a part of folklore.	

 
16.  Jack climbed: In Jacobs' version, Jack just climbs up the beanstalk without much thought or any 

consultation with his mother. 
 
17.  A great big tall house: The house is most often described and illustrated as a large castle.  
 
18.  A great big tall woman: The giantess, as the ogre's wife and probably as an ogre herself, is 

unexpectedly helpful to Jack. Some variants of the tale do not include the ogre's wife at all, confining the 
conflict to Jack and the giant.  
 
 
  

 



19.  Polite-like: Since we learn soon enough that the ogre's wife is not opposed to broiling young men for 
her husband's meals, we have to wonder why she is so kind and helpful to Jack. The most reasonable 
answer in the story's context is that Jack is charming and polite, winning her good graces.  

 
20.  Ogre: In folklore, ogres are giants given to eating human flesh.   
 
21.  She bundled Jack into the oven: Unlike the oven in Hansel and Gretel, the oven is a place of safety 

for Jack. The irony is that Jack will be broiled in the very oven he hides in if he is caught by the giant. 
 
22.  Fee-fi-fo-fum, I smell the blood of an Englishman, Be he alive, or be he dead, I’ll have 

his bones to grind my bread: The ogre's heightened sense of smell provides suspense and horror to 
the story. It also marks him more as an animal, an ogre, and not human. 

 
23.  The scraps of that little boy you liked so much for yesterday’s dinner: In this version, this 

is the closest justification we have for Jack's abuse of the giant. The giant eats humans and thus needs to be 
destroyed.  

 
24.  Bags of gold: Across variants, most of the items Jack steals from the giant are associated with gold. A bag 

of gold, the hen that lays golden eggs, and the golden harp are all associated with gold in this story.  
 
25.  Took one of the bags of gold under his arm: Some versions of the story make Jack a righteous 

trickster character by justifying his thievery from the giant. Jack learns that the giant murdered his father 
and stole his treasures, so Jack is only reclaiming what is rightfully his. 

 
26.  Hen that lays the golden eggs: Even if they don't lay golden eggs, egg-laying hens have always been 

valuable commodities, especially before breeding increased the output of hens.  
 
27.  Jack Robinson: Jacobs has fun by referencing another Jack in folklore, this time the phrase, "Faster than 

you can say Jack Robinson!" The phrase dates to at least 1778 since it appears that year in Fanny Burney's 
novel, Evelina. 

  
28.  Jack was not content: Knowing the storytelling and folkloric rule of three, we know as readers and 

listeners that Jack must visit the castle one last time with different results from his last two visits. 
 

29.  The copper: Acopper is a vessel, usually a large boiler, made of copper.  
 
30.  Golden harp: The harp is one of the oldest string instruments in the world. While modern harps are 

over five feet tall, early versions of the instrument were much smaller and could conceivably be tucked 
under Jack's arm for a quick escape. 

 
31.  Jack had a start and dodged him a bit and knew where he was going: Jacobs includes 

several explanations for Jack's ability to elude the giant who is larger and can run faster than Jack.  
 
32.  Ogre fell down and broke his crown, and the beanstalk came toppling after: Jacobs uses a 

humorous reference to another Jack, this time the Jack in the “Jack and Jill” nursery rhyme, to gloss over 
the ogre's death. 

 
33.  He married a great princess: Jacobs includes a fairy tale princess bride with his ending of the tale. 

Most versions do not include a marriage for Jack unless he has rescued a princess or servant girl from the 
giant's castle.  

 
34.  They lived happy ever after: And so Jack and his mother--and in this version Jack's bride--life happily 

ever after with a traditional romantic fairy tale ending.  


